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When George Grosz returned to Germany in May 1959, he left behind a number of 
things in the USA. These included not least two adult sons, a number of close friends, 
a teaching position and extensive professional contacts established over a quarter 
of a century. He also left papers, correspondence and a small group of perhaps two 
dozen montages that he had made shortly before his departure. In 1982, his sons 
donated these archival materials to Harvard University, since when they have become 
an invaluable resource for art historians. The montages also eventually made their 
way into the public sphere but in a more haphazard manner, one with a dramatic 
efect on the reception of the artist’s work and on the perception of his relationship 
to the historical avant-garde. Surprisingly, understanding the signiicance of this 
until recently rather obscure and small repository of informal objects has major 
implications for the interpretation of the artistic practice of montage.
The profound reassessments of modernism made over the last half century, in 
particular of its claims to originality and radicalism, have left the category of the 
composite image (understood as artworks grouped under the terms collage, montage, 
photomontage and assemblage) surprisingly unscathed. Whether that be in accounts 
written from the perspective of semiotics and post-structuralism, critical theory and 
neo-Marxism, or information and media studies, in the case of collage, montage and 
assemblage, the rhetoric of invention, intervention and resistance still underpins 
nearly every analysis.1 Thus, describing the ‘language efect’ of dada montage, 
Rosalind Krauss refers to a ‘seamlessness’ that it ‘disrupts in an attempt to iniltrate 
reality with interpretation’.2 Discord is also central to Jacques Rancière’s account. He 
groups the practice of the surrealists with that of John Heartield and artists such as 
Martha Rosler and Hans Haake, and judges their common approach to be one that 
‘involves organizing a clash, presenting the strangeness of the familiar in order to 
reveal a diferent order of measurement that is only uncovered by the violence of a 
conlict’.3 Rediscovering Krauss’s ‘seamlessness’ in the efects of contemporary digital 
compositing and the production of virtual space, Lev Manovich inds it essentially at 
odds with montage. He describes the latter as the ‘dominant aesthetic […] throughout 
the twentieth century, from the avant-garde of the 1920s up until the postmodernism 
of the 1980s’, the aims of which were ‘to create visual, stylistic, semantic and 
emotional dissonance between diferent elements’.4
The peculiarity of Manovich’s assessment of montage as both a radical challenge 
to the accepted visual order as well as an all-pervasive, dominant and deining 
aesthetic is not exceptional. The landmark exhibition Montage and Modern Life invoked 
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‘the discontinuous and ruptured as the talisman of our century’.5 Elsewhere, 
Benjamin Buchloh has referred to collage-montage as a ‘cultural paradigm’ and 
even an ‘episteme’.6 Thinking outside this paradigm, or even questioning its basic 
premise has been di cult. For example, echoing Krauss, Elsa Adamowicz concludes 
her recent analysis of Max Ernst’s post-First World War photomontages by observing 
that: ‘through a dislocated syntax and disparate juxtapositions [Ernst] perturbs the 
complacent belief in the transparency of language’. She then follows this with the 
assertion that Ernst is thus ‘a visionary who creates – out of photographic and textual 
parts – new and liberating images’, a description so uncritical it could easily have 
been written by the surrealists themselves.7
Visionary is not a characteristic easily ascribable to Grosz’s late montages, 
although, as we shall see in a moment, similar ahistorical claims to their avant-garde 
credentials have been made. They are sometimes unsettling, sometimes comical, 
largely fragmentary and frequently created from very few components. A typical 
example is one that now goes under the title of Frauenafe im Triumph-Modell (Female 
Ape in Triumph Model) (plate 1). The initial joke is easy to get. Grosz has replaced 
the face of a fashion model in a corset with that of a chimpanzee wearing what 
looks like a wig. Deploying a semiotic approach, we can note how the cuts and blank 
spaces present the assembled images as signs for absent referents, setting in play the 
production of meaning through diference. Beauty and 
the beast collide. The demure pose of the fashion model 
contrasts with the chimp’s blasé stare. Grosz’s montage 
brings human/animal distinctions, desire and gender 
to the fore, the role of the wig to accentuate a contrast 
between hairiness and hairlessness. From the perspective 
of critical theory, we could add that the questions the 
montage raises concerning beauty and judgement as 
human characteristics allow us to place it in the trajectory 
of avant-garde assaults on accepted aesthetic norms 
and the overturning of a notion of art as the route to 
individual self-understanding. Finally, the combination 
of model and chimp draws attention to the use of images 
in diferent knowledge systems, here the worlds of 
fashion and natural history, but also the ways that these 
image-worlds frequently jar on the pages of the modern 
magazine.
One element of Frauenafe im Triumph-Modell not so 
easily absorbed into these standard accounts of montage’s 
avant-gardism, though, is the signature in the lower 
right. That is not for the most obvious reason, namely the 
idea of making a prominent claim to artistic authorship 
in a medium based supposedly on its denial. No, the 
signiicance of the signature is because it is itself part of 
the montage, it is as much a reproduction and a sign as 
any of its other parts. The montaged signature makes 
this a work as much about Grosz (or even a representation 
of Grosz) as one by him. Furthermore, it is a version 
of his signature that he used only briely just after the 
Second World War and is thus anachronistic to this 
montage.8 The signature inserts a temporal jump in the 
1 George Grosz, Frauenaffe im 
Triumph-Modell, 1956. Collage, 
25 × 19 cm. Berlin: Akademie 
der Künste. © DACS.
Michael White
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‘seamlessness’ of reality far less obvious than the spatial disjuncture already mentioned. 
It is an important reminder that, despite the repeated rhetoric of dissonance, we need 
to challenge the idea of historical continuity to be found in so many histories of the 
composite image, expressed so clearly in Manovich’s notion of a direct trajectory 
from the 1920s to the 1980s. As we will see, this is especially important to address in 
connection to Grosz whose engagement with montage was highly sporadic and visually 
varied.
For example, much of the value to art history of Anke te Heesen’s important 
research on the clipping as a material object evaporates when she turns to Grosz as 
a case study and claims that ‘throughout his career as a painter, which started right 
before the First World War, he was also well known for his collages and montages’.9 
This is simply untrue. A briefest look at the catalogue of Grosz’s 1954 retrospective at 
the Whitney Museum of American Art reveals a diferent story, one of an artist who 
had spent years asserting his credentials as a master of traditional artistic techniques. 
Of 120 works included in what was Grosz’s most important exhibition of his lifetime, 
only one contained collage elements and, where the catalogue text touches very briely 
on this aspect of his career, it is only to state that ‘the typically shocking and irrational 
Dada spirit is rarely found in Grosz’s work’.10
Te Heesen bases her assertion on analysis of the survival in Grosz’s archive of 
much of the material he used for his montages: thousands of clippings still kept in the 
folders in which he left them. While they certainly prove that he continued to collect 
the materials out of which to make montages, they say nothing about his public 
reputation. Moreover, Te Heesen uses this collection to make further assertions that 
withstand little scrutiny. One is that it originates in the dada moment at the end of the 
First World War. Another that Grosz’s labelling of some of the folders demonstrates 
that his process was ‘scientiic or systematic’, points which both serve an argument 
Te Heesen makes concerning the valence of the newspaper clipping in Weimar 
Germany.11
In each case, Te Heesen’s desire to ind continuity in Grosz’s practice overrides 
very straightforward inspection of the objects themselves. The overwhelming 
majority of the clippings in the archive post-date Grosz’s immigration to the USA 
in 1933. He cut a huge proportion of them from English-language sources. Equally, 
Grosz labelled his folders using English words, or sometimes combinations of 
English and German, also indicating their assembly post immigration. Some of his 
chosen themes were as broad as ‘TEXTURES & SURFACES & THINGS’, some as darkly 
comical as ‘DISASTER, RUINS, ACCIDENTS, SMASUPS [sic], FLOOD, FIRES’, hardly 
the most rigorously systematic approach one could imagine.12
Finally, Te Heesen tells us that Grosz had two collections; ‘one was of material 
for his art; the other dealt with his work and his person’.13 Indeed, the archive reveals 
that Grosz avidly collected published information about himself and used agencies 
to supply him with his press mentions, which were many. While Te Heesen insists 
that these two collections were distinct from one another, the printed signature in 
Frauenafe im Triumph-Modell is already evidence that this was not always the case and 
we will see further examples of this later. Moreover, when we examine the archival 
folders for clues concerning the source of the images used in Frauenafe im Triumph-
Modell, we ind that they reveal not ‘an idiosyncratic and rigid order’, as Te Heesen 
would have it, but competing orders of organization, some of which are less than 
deducible.14
For example, it seems that Grosz voraciously collected images of women’s 
underwear, for which he had distinct folders labelled ‘SHOES CORSETS BRAS Slips, 
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panties, shoes, handbags, jewels’ and ‘CORSETS x BRAS x undies, laces, panties’.15 
From these he could easily have selected the image of the model in the corset used 
in the montage. He dedicated other folders to heads and proiles, almost exclusively 
those of women, from which he might have taken the wig or styled hair sported by the 
Frauenafe. However, in another folder we ind an undated scrapbook, titled Musterbook 
Woman, in which these categories blur. In it, Grosz combined similar images drawn 
from advertising and mass culture with large numbers of reproductions of female 
nudes from various art-historical contexts. Elsewhere we ind Grosz again combining 
lingerie adverts with reproductions of a diverse range of artworks (plate 2). Which of 
these approaches to image collection and organization underpins our sample montage? 
2 George Grosz, loose page 
from folder 1179/3 with stuck 
on clippings of female igures, 
undated. Berlin: George 
Grosz Archive, Akademie der 
Künste. © DACS.
Michael White
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Grosz’s image collection habits were not stable, nor was his approach to montage 
singular.
Meanwhile, the only animals to which Grosz dedicated folders were birds and 
rats. During my investigative trawl, just one chimpanzee stood out, appearing in an 
untitled folder containing general art-related material. Here Grosz kept a clipping 
relating to Viki, an animal who shot to fame in 1951 not only for her ability to talk 
but also to paint.16 The fact that Viki’s owners dressed her in girls’ clothes makes her 
an interesting potential thematic source for the montage but, unlike the underwear 
advert, Grosz collected this item less for its image typology than for the content of the 
article.
There is much evidence in the archive, then, to demonstrate Grosz’s long-standing 
engagement with the practice of montage but all of that evidence points to considerable 
changes in Grosz’s approach over time and to the signiicance he accorded to it. As 
we shall see, numerous factors prompted those changes, such as his exile and critical 
reception, as well as the varied fortunes of montage itself. After 1920, Grosz remained 
exceptionally marginal as a montage maker. However, he used it often in private 
communication and, due to dada, he was regularly invoked in histories of the practice 
and invited to exhibit earlier works. What a close analysis of Grosz’s late montages 
reveals is the entanglement of the theory and practice of montage over time. From 
this perspective we see montage used not just for innovation and the creation of new 
meaning but for purposes of relection, reinstatement and recuperation, all of which 
scholarship has barely recognized to date.17
The Lateness of Grosz’s Montages
Aside from two displayed in the memorial exhibition the Akademie der Künste 
organized shortly after his death, initially Grosz’s late montages remained unseen. 
The title of a small exhibition in Chicago in 1965, The Unknown George Grosz, which 
showed a further six alongside a handful of rare drawings, reflects their obscurity.18 
It took a feature article in the UK Sunday Times Magazine in 1973 to propel them into the 
spotlight. One even featured as its cover image (plate 3, plate 4 and plate 5). There, Self 
Portrait as Clown and Variety Girl (as the montage has subsequently come to be known) 
was accompanied by the sensationalist headline ‘George Grosz in America: Published 
for the first time – the last pictures of one of the century’s great satirists’. Slightly 
overstating his scoop, the art critic (and occasional surrealist) Robert Melville 
continued in the article inside:
Just before he [Grosz] left America, he made these photomontages, which have 
remained unpublished until now. They are the last brilliant testament to his 
failure to realise a life-long dream of becoming a good American instead of 
a demoralised German. The photomontage on the cover makes it clear that 
he at last realised that his protracted love afair with America was a kind of 
clowning. Against a background of New York skyscrapers, his image of himself 
as a Blue Angel hybrid ironically recaptures the spirit of Berlin in the Inlation 
years.19
Art historians immediately took up Melville’s interpretation of the montages as 
Grosz’s dramatic return to an avant-gardism that he had relinquished in American 
exile. Hans Hess was not necessarily impressed by Melville’s scholarship, but in the 
monograph he published on Grosz the next year he essentially restated his view: 
‘There, in one brief moment, Grosz discovered Pop, and with great brilliance invented 
George Grosz’s Late Montages
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a range of images which do not qualify him as a “Vorbeidada” [dada has-been], but as 
an “avant-gardist”.’20 Uwe Schneede was hot on Hess’s heels, describing how,
shortly before his death Grosz went back once more to the principles of 
his Dada past. He created a series of grotesque collages from the pictorial 
material of illustrated magazines and their advertisements. In attacking the 
fetishization of consumer goods, he anticipated American Pop Art.21
The most recent restatement of this position is in Brigit McCloskey’s otherwise 
excellent account of Grosz’s exile years: ‘Since 1957, he [Grosz] had returned to his 
Dadaist roots and begun working in the collage medium once again.’22
Other scholars qualiied the idea that Grosz made a sudden return to his avant-
garde past. The irst was Kay Flavell, who in her 1988 biography of Grosz challenged 
both Melville and Hess, commenting that the montages were ‘the work of an artist 
3 Cover of The Sunday Times 
Magazine, 4 November 1973, 
featuring George Grosz, Self 
Portrait as Clown and Variety 
Girl, 1957. Collection of the 
author. © DACS.
Michael White
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who is still exploring ways of using art as a form of social critique’, and inding in 
them concerns similar to works from throughout his career.23 Almost a decade later, 
Birgit Möckel published her PhD dissertation on Grosz in the USA, which includes a 
catalogue of his American period and therein the irst attempt to list the late montages 
systematically.24 Documenting some forty works, the whereabouts of not all of which 
we know, Möckel made the most substantial case for the survival of the practice of 
montage in the artist’s work post-emigration.25
Möckel’s research formed the basis of a 2010 exhibition at the Akademie der 
Künste, Berlin, George Grosz: Korrekt und anarchisch [George Grosz: Proper and Anarchic], 
which represented the artist as primarily a montage-maker. The Akademie’s then 
president, the lawyer and political poster artist Klaus Staeck, claimed that Grosz 
‘remained true to montage also in the USA and after the Second World War’.26
This now consistent interpretation is in tension with the two sole surviving 
documents in which the artist commented directly on his late montages, letters 
written to his wife contemporaneous to their production. In the irst of these, dated 
14 June 1958, Grosz writes that he has just made ‘around 40 montages […] (like the 
elderly Matisse), not bad, I’m enjoying it […] it is a lot of fun […] did something like 
this 60 years ago. OK.’27 Intriguingly, Grosz’s original dada montages date from around 
forty years prior to those he described in his letter, not sixty, a peculiar mathematical 
miscalculation for a person of sixty-four to make but nevertheless, this is very diferent 
from a claim of continuity. Ten days later, Grosz mentioned the montages once more, 
this time as evidence of his positive state of mind: ‘I’m making a lot of Montages, I’m 
really enjoying it. I am NOT going INTO A SANATORIUM (I’m totally alert, healthy and 
OK) […] I’d happily go to the Baltic coast.’28 This statement reinforces the connection 
made in the irst letter between montage making and the artist’s sense of well-being. 
The manner in which Grosz associated himself with the debilitated Matisse adds to the 
sense of chronological distance Grosz articulated but also reinforces the therapeutic 
4 Robert Melville, ‘The 
Bastard from Berlin’, Sunday 
Times Magazine, 4 November 
1973, pages 60–61, featuring 
(left to right): George Grosz, 
The Duke of Windsor, 1958; 
George Grosz, Frankfurter 
Wurstchen (American Lunch), 
1958; and George Grosz, 
Bericht Marc…in seinem 
Atelier, 1958. Collection of the 
author. © DACS.
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potential that the artist found in the practice, as he struggled with alcoholism and bouts 
of inactivity at this stage in his life.
Only one author has noted Grosz’s curious backdating of the start of his 
engagement with montage to a moment prior to dada. In a chapter on Grosz in a 
recent book, Will Norman uses the late montages to conclude his overall argument 
that Grosz’s ‘emigration heralded not so much a sea change in his career as a shift 
or reconiguration’.29 Having identiied the ‘curiously elliptical’ nature of Grosz’s 
statement about the origin of montage and noted how it ‘uncomfortably juxtaposes 
a set of binaries between childhood and old age’, Norman then does his best to 
normalize that strangeness.30 Without taking a breath, he translates the childhood/
old age binary onto another, juxtaposing ‘Dada’s revolutionary timeliness’ to ‘its now 
reiied reputation’, continuing in familiar terms:
The collages are self-consciously anachronistic but also oddly prophetic, 
anticipating by several years the development of 1960s pop art in their 
deployment of kitsch and pulp found images. On several levels, then, they are 
untimely, shuttling between childhood and old age, too late or too early to 
reconcile themselves to the present.31
Let us leave aside the fact that Grosz’s late montages actually post-date the 
deployment of kitsch in art post-Second World War, clearly evident in events such as 
Eduardo Paolozzi’s ‘Bunk!’ lecture at the ICA, London in 1952, and focus instead on the 
problem of timeliness. Norman continues his analysis by invoking Adorno’s account 
of ‘late style’ and its resistance to aesthetic synthesis. He drops this point very quickly, 
though, because it is highly disruptive to the manner in which he has deployed the 
montages to synthesize two Groszs, German and American, into a biographical whole 
and to repeat the model of the avant-gardist reborn.32 Untimeliness is here a disguise 
5 Robert Melville, ‘The 
Bastard from Berlin’, Sunday 
Times Magazine, 4 November 
1973, pages 64–65, featuring 
(left to right): George Grosz, 
Kochschule, 1958; and George 
Grosz, The Lighthouse and the 
Floating Boatsman… (A Pasted 
Poem), 1933. Collection of the 
author. © DACS.
Michael White
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for the kind of ahistorical continuity persistently accorded to montage in histories of 
the avant-garde.
Adorno’s celebrated essay on ‘Late Style Beethoven’ in fact contains some speciic 
warnings against the kind of generative futurity Norman reads into Grosz’s late 
montages. Late works of signiicant artists ‘show more traces of history than of 
growth’ is how Adorno puts it quite explicitly, then ofering three correctives to the 
approach to such bodies of work that are useful for our analysis.33 His overarching 
point is that we will not be able to account for late works by recourse to an idea of an 
‘uninhibited subjectivity’ expressing itself freely.34 We will not be able to make proper 
sense of Grosz’s late montages by limiting them to some inal outburst of his essential 
personality. The following are the means by which we can avoid this pitfall.
The irst corrective to overemphasizing the biographical subject in late works, 
Adorno counsels, is attention to the works themselves. In our case, despite the 
signiicant reputation that Grosz’s late montages have now attained, oddly they have 
hardly been described, let alone analysed. Second, Adorno directs us to consider 
the conventions present in late works – some of those ‘traces of history’ that he 
mentions – as a counter to the perception that late works provide evidence of only 
an intense singularity. We need to consider Grosz’s underappreciated engagement 
with the development of montage throughout his time in the USA, a period when 
he was supposedly devoting his energies to painting and to his self-presentation as 
an artist in the grand European tradition. As we shall see, that includes both formal 
transformations in montage practice and its vigorous theorization. Finally, Adorno 
rejects the idea of biographical last-ness, such that the late montages might bring 
us nearer to the ‘true’ Grosz, experienced at his death. For Adorno, rather than 
expressing itself most directly in such late works, subjectivity is freed from the need 
to communicate itself at all, while, reciprocally, artistic elements are ‘set free’ and, in 
such moments, can speak for themselves.35
Grosz’s late montages have a highly precarious status as works of art, something 
that has been accorded to them, perversely, by neglecting their artistic qualities and 
turning them into biographical documents, as can be seen in the retrospective titling 
and interpretation of Self Portrait as Clown and Variety Girl. In order to do this, scholars such as 
Möckel and Te Heesen have activated many items from the archive. But in making the 
archive speak in this way, they have also signiicantly silenced it. Occluding or simply 
forgetting the collaborative nature of dada montage, they have suppressed debates about 
the very meaning of montage present in the archive, overlooking the voices and authorship 
of important correspondents and fellow artists.36 It is now very tricky to produce an 
alternative story. To do so requires the recovery of those other voices to be found among 
the documents, including those of diferent Groszs. Otherwise, it is impossible to grasp 
the particular place of montage in his career and the complex questions that the late works 
pose for our accepted history of twentieth-century avant-gardism.
Reinventing Montage
Lurking among the montages Melville illustrated and described in his article as ‘final 
comments on himself and his relations with America’ was one that Grosz made not 
facing his impending departure from America but almost directly on his arrival 
twenty-five years previously. Nor was it unpublished, as Melville claimed. It had been 
reproduced as far back as 1948 (plate 6), having just been displayed at the Museum 
of Modern Art no less, in its landmark Collage exhibition.37 The checklist identifies 
it as The Lighthouse of Bornholm and the Floating Boatsman, a slightly modified title of a work 
Grosz made shortly after his arrival, mentioned elsewhere in his correspondence as 
George Grosz’s Late Montages
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The lighthouse and the floating boatsman … (a pasted poem).38 As we shall see later, the Collage 
exhibition was a significant moment for both the reception of montage and Grosz. 
First, though, we need to consider the curious fact that almost immediately on his 
arrival Grosz was introduced to an American audience as a montage maker despite 
having hardly made such a work in more than a decade.
Grosz’s opportunity for immigration had been provided by the ofer of a 
teaching position at the Art Students League in New York but it was clear from the 
start that he would need to supplement his income. After a brief dalliance with the 
satirical magazine Americana, he began contributing to Vanity Fair, whose editor, Frank 
Crowinshield, had taken a personal interest in him and was buying his drawings 
and watercolours.39 Grosz’s diary contains a note for 11 September 1933, ‘Monday 
Vanity Fair 5 Montages 7 Drawings’, suggesting a delivery trip to the magazine’s oice 
6 Thomas B. Hess, ‘Paste 
Mixed with Paint’, Art 
News, volume 47, number 
6, October 1948, page 25, 
featuring (lower centre) 
a reproduction of George 
Grosz, The Lighthouse and the 
Floating Boatsman… (A Pasted 
Poem), 1933. Collection of the 
author. © DACS.
Michael White
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on Lexington Avenue.40 Two months later, Vanity Fair featured an article on ‘George 
Grosz: German Satirist’, illustrated by a drawing of a nude in three-quarter pose 
and two montages, titled American Landscape and Crime Never Pays (plate 7).41 A short text 
accompanying the illustrations set Grosz up in avant-garde terms, celebrating his 
‘fecundity and energy’, his ‘devastating satirical gift’ and innovatory role in ‘fathering 
the new art of photomontage’.42
Crime Never Pays is now in the National Gallery of Art, Washington, DC where it has 
the more expansive title, The Case of the Iron Club or Crime Does’nt Pay [sic] (plate 8).43 At an 
unknown later date, Grosz made additions to American Landscape and gave it a new title, 
Keep Smiling.44 It is now also in a museum collection, the Institut Valencià d’Art Modern 
(IVAM). The lighthouse and the loating boatsman … (a pasted poem) has recently resurfaced 
in a private collection, while the current whereabouts of the other two montages 
are unknown.45 In 1936 Grosz sent Esquire magazine two of what he described to the 
editor as his ‘weird and sinister photomontages’, inviting him to take a gamble on 
a ‘forgotten’ practice that could ‘add quite some new sensation’ to his magazine.46 
Forgotten by whom, however, is not made clear in Grosz’s letter.
As Esquire published neither work, we do not know if the montages Grosz sent 
were any of those made originally for Vanity Fair. ‘Weird and sinister’ aspects are 
certainly present in the three that are known. American Landscape includes a bound 
corpse at lower left, which Grosz combined with many motifs drawn from the 
exoticist European view of America, including a bathing beauty and Native 
American, surrounded by fashion accessories and commodities, all set against a 
backdrop of stock prices. There are still noticeable traces of the Querschnitt (cross-
section) big city format of Grosz and Heartield’s dada montages here, primarily 
7 Uncredited author, ‘George 
Grosz: German Satirist’, 
Vanity Fair, November 1933, 
pages 34–35. London: British 
Library. © DACS.
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the spreading of fragments across a surface and the sense of a ‘landscape’ no longer 
involving a view to a horizon rather than the piling up of urban experiences in one 
spot. In comparison to the works Grosz made jointly with Heartield in 1919–20, 
though, there is a notable absence of text: no clippings of phrases and slogans that 
were such a feature of dada works. If the montage provides any kind of commentary, 
it is to be found in the constant linking and displacement of eyes with mouths, which 
join visual pleasure to consumption, such as the eyes glued to the behind of the 
model with her back to us upper centre.
Some of the same qualities are in evidence in the two other known montages of 
this moment, although all three are quite diferent in format. The lighthouse and the loating 
boatsman … (a pasted poem) features many ripped and torn elements, primarily parts of 
cloud and sea pasted over a large photographic image of the titular lighthouse. The 
motif has a connection to a drawing Grosz made around 1915, The Tower of Love, which 
shows a lighthouse keeper lustfully gazing at a naked female corpse. In the case of 
the later montage, the erotic element is displaced from the hovering igure at lower 
centre (who may be dreaming as much as loating in the sea) to the leering moon 
8 George Grosz, The Case 
of the Iron Club or Crime 
Does’nt Pay, 1932. Collage 
over graphite with red ink 
on heavy wove paper sheet, 
53.66 × 43.82 cm. Washington, 
DC: National Gallery of Art. 
© DACS.
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at upper right, which appears to be constructed of a mouth over some buttocks – 
smiling and mooning simultaneously.
The Case of the Iron Club or Crime Does’nt Pay has a far simpler compositional structure 
that belies its own ambiguities and disguised eroticism. On one hand, the club, 
handcufs, ingerprint and prison bars all speak directly of crime detection and 
punishment. There is less certainty, though, in how to read the partial face with 
singular eye that dominates the upper left of the composition. Is this a criminal into 
whose head we peer to see thoughts of the crime committed with the club? Or, is this 
a sadistic prison guard who wields the club in punishment? A fragment of what could 
be an elbow or knee inside this igure’s head can also be read as buttocks. They are 
bared and ready to be beaten by the very phallic club of the title of the work.
The elusive, ambiguous and erotic aspects of Grosz’s irst American montages can 
be accounted for in a number of ways. Their lack of explicit textual elements might 
have been due to Grosz’s desire to avoid the risk of speciic political messages, given 
his precarious position as a new immigrant, having just escaped Nazi Germany for 
the USA with his young family, with no possibility of return. Post-dada, the ‘new art 
of photomontage’ Grosz was credited with ‘fathering’ had been repurposed in Europe 
for commercial advertising and explicit political propaganda. Finally, and partially 
in response to its propagandist uses, the irst attempts had been made to account for 
photomontage and collage practices artistically and theoretically. Grosz had been 
speciically invoked in this regard in Franz Roh’s landmark publication of 1925, Nach-
Expressionismus [Post-Expressionism], as the progenitor of the Fotoklebebild [Photo-glue-
picture], in which Roh found the essential combination of the varied characteristics 
of contemporary art: ‘extreme fantasy with extreme sobriety, the freest composition 
with imitation of reality, Cubist faceting with pure reproduction’.47
The nascent dialectical account of photomontage initiated by Roh received its most 
signiicant elaboration ive years later in Louis Aragon’s catalogue introduction to an 
exhibition of mainly surrealist works at the Galerie Goemans, Paris, titled ‘La peinture 
au déi’ [In Deiance of Painting]. There are many remarkable aspects of this essay but 
perhaps the one most fundamental for all subsequent accounts is his argument that 
collage was not synonymous with cubist papiers collés [glued papers]. The practice ought 
not to be reduced to the mere act of cutting and pasting. As he put it, ‘the use of glue is 
but one of the characteristics of this operation, and not even an essential one’.48 There 
were two contrasting aspects to the ‘glued element’, according to Aragon, one related to 
form, as part of a representational function, and one to material. Aragon identiied the 
latter with a very diferent set of practices to those we would normally consider collage, 
namely Marcel Duchamp’s ready-mades and Francis Picabia’s anti-art works.49 For 
Aragon, the lesson of collage had less to do with technique than a complex relationship 
to the history of art, speciically the dialectical negation and surpassing of painting.50 
At the furthest pole from the artistic concerns of cubist papiers collés Aragon placed the 
varied practices of Max Ernst, notably his photomontages, which Aragon referred to as 
‘photographic collage’ [le collage photographique].51
Since the early twentieth century, confusion has abounded as to appropriate use 
of the terms collage and montage, which have diferent valences in diferent languages 
and territories. I have followed Grosz’s own nomenclature for the purpose of this 
article. The most crucial thing to understand at this juncture, though, is the emergent 
connection between these terms and a theory of the avant-garde itself. One year after 
Aragon’s intervention, at the inauguration of an exhibition dedicated to photomontage 
in Berlin, Raoul Hausmann mounted a similar defence of montage practices but from 
the opposite end of the spectrum. Where Aragon’s starting position was to distinguish 
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collage from conventional art making, cubism in particular, Hausmann began from the 
position of the non-artistic, opening his address by acknowledging that ‘photomontage 
is only possible in two forms, political or commercial’.52 However, he then went on to 
describe its artistic potential by focusing on the ‘structural and spatial oppositions it 
aforded’, which enabled ‘the most forceful elaboration of the dialectic of forms’.53
It was in connection with the work of Grosz’s former collaborator, John Heartield, 
that the emergent dialectical theory of photomontage was worked out in the most 
thoroughgoing way, though. Since 1930, Heartield had been regularly contributing 
political photomontages to the Arbeiter-Illustrierte-Zeitung [Workers’ Illustrated 
Newspaper]. In 1935, he exhibited around 150 of these at the Maison de la Culture in Paris. 
Louis Aragon revised the argument of his earlier essay to become a deep meditation 
on Heartield. In it, he made absolutely clear the artist’s political intent, while at the 
same time asserting the aesthetic value of his works, repeating over and over the 
phrase ‘John Heartield today knows how to greet beauty’.54 For Aragon, arguing dialectically, 
it was precisely because they embodied ‘the cry of the masses’ that Heartield’s 
photomontages conveyed ‘the beauty of our time’.55
The poster for Heartield’s Paris exhibition had simply advertised it as a show of 
‘topical political and satirical photomontages’. Aragon, however, reinforced Heartield’s 
artistic credentials with his claim that visitors would rediscover in it ‘not just the legacy 
of Dada, but the whole of painting through the centuries’, bringing his dialectical 
model into relation with a concept of historical memory.56 Invoking both Max Ernst 
and Grosz as forerunners to photomontage practice of the day, Aragon dismissed the 
former as stuck in the past and commented caustically on the latter: ‘We know what 
will become of Grosz.’ Instead he proposed to focus intently ‘on the destiny of John 
Heartield’ and on his exhibition, ‘where there are things of which we can dream, and 
before which we can clench our ists’.57
The dialectics at play in Aragon’s essay, constantly reversing the poles of art and 
anti-art, dream and reality, escapism and activism, were further developed a short 
time later in Sergei Tretjakow’s 1936 essay on Heartield, celebrated for its deinition 
that ‘photomontage begins where a conscious transformation of the actual content of 
photographs takes place’.58 Here the distinction that Aragon had irst drawn between dada 
and surrealist anti-art practices and cubist papiers collés reached its apogee. Tretjakow brought 
collage/montage speciically into relation with the ambivalence of the photographic image 
and positioned it as a critical practice. For the kind of transformatory operation to take 
place that Tretjakow claims for Heartield’s photomontages, its photographic components 
must be more than one thing at a time. They must be both stable signiiers of reality and, 
simultaneously, shifting, shift-able ciphers for that reality’s constructed-ness. In the terms 
established by Tretjakow, not every cut and pasted assemblage of photographs qualiies 
as photomontage. However, while art historians have readily translated this concept of 
montage as a critical practice onto Grosz’s late works, they have not considered either his 
awareness of these debates or his own varied uses of the practice during this period.
Montage as Stimulus
Despite their increasingly diverging political positions, Grosz remained in contact with 
Heartfield from afar after his immigration and actively tried to promote his work in 
the USA. Writing to his old friend in 1938 about these prospects, Grosz commented 
pessimistically, though: ‘I tried to interest the people at Esquire in photomontage, in 
regards to your really good work – but they declined. They are mainly realists and only 
value pure photography.’59 This chimes with Sally Stein’s comprehensive analysis of the 
limited use of photomontage in American publications in the interwar period.60 It was 
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in a gallery rather than magazine context, then, that Heartfield was introduced to an 
American audience, at a solo exhibition at the A. C. A. Gallery on Madison Avenue in 
1938. At the opening, the German exiled philosopher Günther Anders gave a full-blown 
avant-gardist defence of photomontage along the lines now established: the ‘artistic 
medium’ he claimed ‘is founded on the principle of dialectical contradiction’.61 Defending 
Heartfield’s brand of photomontage against its use by fascist regimes, he found such 
propagandistic imagery precisely lacking in contradiction. Anders’ powerful summary 
was that ‘Photomontage is there to expose and not to celebrate’.62 Critics, however, found 
the idea that there could be an artistic aspect to photomontage hard to grasp. The New York 
Times critic described Heartfield’s works as ‘social documents rather than art’.63
While the mobilization of America for World War Two did give new opportunities 
for montage – the Museum of Modern Art’s ‘Road to Victory’ exhibition, designed 
by Edward Steichen and Herbert Bayer was notable in its use of large photomontage 
murals, for example – Grosz still held out little hope for its broader take-up. In a 1943 
letter to his friend, the art collector Rebecca Reis, concerning an exhibition on collage, 
Grosz mentioned sending the ive Vanity Fair montages, but noted the lack of interest on 
the part of American magazines that he had experienced. ‘You know they don’t like (in 
general) the slightly “irrationalistic” touch’, he complained, which meant that, ‘Since 
1932 I havent [sic] done anything in that line’.64 However, Grosz had also just described 
his earlier dada works to Reis in the very same letter in diferent terms: ‘I used it around 
1919 for a rather very rationalistic-political purpose.’ Grosz also described to her how he 
had ‘“played” with it too […] I mean “free fancy” it’s a lot of fan [sic]. Some even use it as 
a stimulant if there are no other “ideas” around […] it is almost inexhaustible what one 
can do with pasting together.’65 There were, then, at least three ways at this historical 
moment that Grosz was able to describe the practice of montage: rationalist-political, 
irrationalist and playful stimulant, suggesting that his own use of it had followed in that 
order chronologically. He links them only by the view that ‘Those things I did were 
never “astehtike” [sic]’, airming an anti-art stance, in Aragon’s terms.66
Earlier we considered the surviving source material for Grosz’s montage making, 
almost ifty folders of clippings from newspapers and magazines, some organized 
9 Sheet 63 (verso) of untitled 
collage book compiled by 
Amrey and Herbert Fiedler, 
undated [1938]. Berlin: 
George Grosz Archive, 
Akademie der Künste  
(cat. no. 1152).
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thematically relecting the artist’s interests and the topics of many of his paintings and 
drawings. Many of the early clippings are from newspapers, a diverse range of New 
York publications: Daily News, New York American, New York Evening Journal, New York Herald 
Tribune, New York Journal, New York Times and New York World-Telegram. As the years go on, the 
number of titles increases to include weeklies, supplements and magazines, often with 
colour photographs: American Weekly, Harper’s Bazaar, Ladies Home Journal, Life, New Yorker, 
Sunday News and Woman’s Day.
In his 1946 autobiography, Grosz gave a vivid account of his clippings collection 
but noted its origin in yet another use for magazine clippings than those just listed, as 
a resource for his work as an illustrator.
I clipped everything that I thought could ever come in handy and put it in a 
‘morgue’, as the press people call it […] folders and cardboard boxes illed 
quickly with clippings: costumes, operations, ships, animals, soldiers, loods, 
kitchen tables, faces, exotic trees, foreign landscapes, magniied materials, 
folds in wind, luttering lags, lowers, beetles. A whole morphology and a 
chaotic world of shapes got heaped in my morgue.67
Throughout his career, Grosz was a compulsive sketcher. He inherited the 
practice of always carrying a small sketchbook with him from Emil Orlik, his teacher 
at the Unterrichtsanstalt des Kunstgewerbesmuseum in Berlin, and passed it on to his own 
students. That he also used photographs and reproductions as source material awaits 
proper analysis. The sheer volume and repetitive nature of the material indicates 
something beyond Grosz’s need to supplement his sketching, though. It could well have 
functioned as a stimulus, as he suggested to Reis.
10 Montages from collage 
books compiled by Amrey 
and Herbert Fiedler, undated 
[1938]. Berlin: George 
Grosz Archive, Akademie 
der Künste (cat. Nos 1151 
and 1152). As illustrated in 
Birgit Möckel, ed., George 
Grosz Montiert, Berlin, 2010, 
pages 76–77. © Sabine Frank-
Fiedler.
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Someone for whom clipping and pasting performed exactly such a role was 
Grosz’s old friend and regular correspondent Herbert Fiedler.68 Fiedler left Germany 
at a similar moment to Grosz, moving to the Netherlands, and their extensive 
correspondence is increasingly marked by relections on the transformation of their 
respective migrations into exile. While Grosz kept Fiedler alert to developments in 
the American art world, Fiedler was an incredibly important source of information 
for Grosz about the European (and speciically German) context. Writing to Fiedler in 
March 1938, Grosz noted the recent arrival of some very unusual items:
[…] your glued-together cross-section books [zusammengeklebten Querschnittbücher] 
are always welcome and are looked at with great pleasure and fun […] lots of 
material that we hardly know about here […] I’m always thankful for it […] 
you must have taken lots of old magazines with you. It’s so informative to look 
backwards in time every now and then […] how often there in embryo was 
what today is presented as new German and with Nazi stamped on it.69
Letters in May, July and December 1938 record the arrival of further instalments 
of these objects containing what Grosz called ‘this awful-wonderful material’.70 
Awful was the Nazi art they contained, wonderful Fielder’s transformations of it and 
11 Sheets 25 (verso) and 26 
(recto) of untitled collage 
book [Malerei, Dichtkunst 
& Kritik: Einst und Heute] 
compiled by Amrey and 
Herbert Fiedler, undated 
[1938]. Berlin: George 
Grosz Archive, Akademie 
der Künste (cat. no. 1151). 
Photographed in 2006. © 
Sabine Frank-Fiedler.
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some of the nineteenth-century illustration that accompanied it: ‘I really like the old 
woodcut illustrations, these pages where always there’s a portrayal of romantic animal 
adventures. The page with the lion leaping in the air, brilliant.’71
This comment by Grosz identiies the Querschnittbuch he referred to as item number 
1152 in the George Grosz archive at the Akademie der Künste, catalogued until recently 
as ‘Unbekannt: Collagebuch [in Velhagen & Klasings Monatshefte, Sept 1937]’, a page 
of which contains just such an illustration (plate 9). There are ive such objects in the 
archive. There is little doubt from the commentary on them in Grosz’s letters and from 
comparison to many similar items in Fiedler’s archives and to Herbert and Amrey 
Fiedler’s handwriting that the Fiedlers sent these extraordinary objects to Grosz.72 As 
the archive listing notes, these are collage books, made by interweaving and rebinding 
old and recent copies of the German art magazine Velhagen & Klasings Monatshefte. They 
need to be understood as whole objects.73
Unfortunately, in the zeal to support the argument that Grosz ‘remained true to 
montage’, some individual pages of the Querschnittbücher were presented as works by 
Grosz in the context of the Akademie’s 2010 George Grosz: Korrekt und anarchisch exhibition. 
An example is the recto of sheet 26 of 1151, which features a landscape painting of the 
Harz Mountains by Josef Mangold (an artist of the Neue Sachlichkeit and member of the 
Rheinischen Sezession), onto which a women’s breast has been montaged. Below it has been 
pasted a witty verse of a poem on the ‘Pleasure of Creation’ and a handwritten joke 
comment, ‘der ist am wahren Busen der Natur’, translating literally as ‘he is really at 
nature’s bosom’ and meaning idiomatically ‘he is at the heart of nature’. The page is 
reproduced in the exhibition’s accompanying publication opposite one from another 
of the books (the recto of sheet 7 from 1152), featuring a 
montage of Hitler and other men admiring a sculpture 
of a young girl, to which it has obvious thematic 
connections (plate 10). This ties the montage into a 
critique of approved Nazi art, for which Mangold was 
an interesting example as an artist who was connected 
with avant-garde circles but anodyne enough to avoid 
sanction.
In its original context, though, the recto of sheet 
26 comes at the end of a sequence of landscape images, 
all with marginal comments (plate 11) beginning three 
pages earlier with a Caspar David Friedrich landscape 
(labelled ‘Romantiker’), followed by an 1870’s Adolf 
Schweitzer landscape (labelled ‘Idylliker’) and a Ludwig 
Willroider painting opposite (labelled ‘Pleinairist’). 
What has been efaced in the process is precisely the 
comparisons of older and recent German art that 
prompted Grosz’s comment that it was possible to see 
Nazi-approved art ‘in embryo’ in nineteenth-century 
forerunners. While certainly critical of Nazism, the 
montage is actually part of a deeper meditation on its 
origins in German culture.
The extraction of montages from the Fiedlers’ 
Querschnittbücher disguised the interactive, social and 
collaborative nature of montage making and its 
use in forms of personal networking and private 
communication. Most signiicantly, though, it obscured 
12 Die Hochzeitsreise ins 
Unreine, sheet 8 (verso) 
from untitled collage book 
compiled by Amrey and 
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an important use of montage to bring together images 
not just to make spatial comparison (as Hausmann 
articulated, for example) but temporal as well, another 
good example of which is the montage on the verso of 
sheet 8 from 1152. Titled Die Hochzietsreise ins Unreine [The 
Honeymoon Journey into Impurity], it features an erotic 
image with prurient and scandalized onlookers (plate 
12). Presented as an individual sheet, it is impossible to 
see how it was originally speciically positioned across a 
double page to resonate with the recto of sheet 9, which 
features an illustration of a nineteenth-century painting 
by Ferdinand Georg Waldmüller, Die entblätterte Rose [The 
Rose with Picked Petals] (plate 13). The polite reference 
to delowering in this painting is the embryo from 
which the less subtle gender politics of the montage have 
emerged.74
The Querschnittbücher are not the only things from 
the Fiedlers to survive in Grosz’s papers. There are also 
two homespun cuttings albums, dedicated by Herbert 
Fiedler to Grosz, one of which is dated 1935.75 Each is 
titled ‘Textures’ and features a huge array of illustrations 
stuck into existing books, one of medieval images, the 
other East Asian. Fiedler made a number of such objects 
for himself, assembled as if to produce his own art 
history, but the most signiicant thing for this essay is 
their titles and their connection to another curious item 
in the Grosz archive in Berlin, a collage book called The 
Musterbook: Textures.76 ‘Textures’ in this context suggests something like a collection of 
interrelated images, following the French igurative meaning of the term relating to 
underlying structure. ‘Musterbook’ is potentially an interesting mistranslation, though.
Montaging Temporality
The first American publication on Grosz was an instalment of a short-lived Chicago 
chapbook series called Musterbook.77 In English, a musterbook is a register of troops. 
However, to Grosz, it must have sounded like the German Musterbuch, a sample book of 
fabrics or suchlike. Grosz’s cover montage, with its carpet rolls and swatches certainly 
corresponds to that idea (plate 14). Some pages of The Musterbook: Textures are quite literally 
about texture (plate 15) and connect to Grosz’s teaching practice, notes on which 
demonstrate how he encouraged his pupils not to ‘copy textures exactly, but acquire 
the ability to clearly express their differences. Study wire, net, hair, wool, linen, velvet, 
wood, stone, flesh, cloth, etc.’, sounding if anything more Bauhaus than dada, but also 
a reminder of his own education in a design school as well as a fine art academy.78 
Other pages of The Musterbook: Textures reveal traces of the ‘morgue’, pages given over to 
the collection of images of particular objects, such as certain items of clothing, interior 
furnishings, food and drink (plate 16). Others contain odd temporal juxtapositions, 
which do not have the political bite of the Fiedlers but raise interesting questions about 
Grosz’s changing attitude to montage. For example, one double page spread towards 
the end of The Musterbook: Textures features a series of clippings of fur coats (plate 17). 
They might have been collected by Grosz to serve a number of purposes, the two most 
obvious being visual source material for his drawings and the comparative textures of 
13 Illustration of Ferdinand 
Georg Waldmüller, Die 
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furs. Grosz labelled several of them: ‘Persian Lamb’; ‘brown sealskin’; ‘cape of sables’; 
and ‘skunk’. He also dated two of them 1936, which gives us a problem to consider.
Dating The Musterbook: Textures is a challenge. Möckel has ofered 1940–58 on the 
basis, I assume, that Grosz used a January 1941 issue of the New Yorker magazine into 
which to glue his clippings.79 Grosz then further bound this magazine-cum-scrapbook 
into the cover of a 1946 book on Renoir drawings by John Rewald.80 Many of the 
clippings are colour and appear to date from after the Second World War. Some of the 
pages include other handwritten dates from the 1950s and bear a strong resemblance 
to the montages of 1958. None of this explains why Grosz identiied these furs as 1936, 
though, which pre-dates all of the above. The ‘morgue’ was supposedly a visual library 
for his commercial illustration. The 1936 dating demonstrates that Grosz was also 
collecting outdated images, making their usefulness for work supposedly involving the 
representation of the contemporary scene questionable. If, however, Grosz’s interest 
was not in the fashions themselves but simply in the textures of the furs, then he had 
14 Cover of George Grosz, 
The Musterbook: Textures, 
undated scrapbook [1940–
58]. Berlin: George Grosz 
Archive, Akademie der 
Künste. © DACS.
16 George Grosz, The 
Musterbook: Textures, 
undated scrapbook [1940–
58], page 33. Berlin: George 
Grosz Archive, Akademie der 
Künste. © DACS.
15 George Grosz, The 
Musterbook: Textures, 
undated scrapbook [1940–
58], page 23. Berlin: George 
Grosz Archive, Akademie der 
Künste. © DACS.
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no need to add dates. Furthermore, neither of these uses explains Grosz’s interference 
with the images, his additions of comical faces to a number of the models, making 
them older or changing their gender. The most remarkable transformation is the 
attachment of a bull’s head to the igure in the sealskin coat. Coupled with the date 
1936, this cannot but prompt thoughts of the surrealist obsession with the image of 
the Minotaur at precisely this time and of Picasso’s Vollard Suite. Could its joking Picasso-
esque appearance have further signiicance?
Fiedler used montage to comment satirically on the German art world. In return, Grosz 
relayed events in New York to him, in particular his struggle for recognition in the face 
of institutional preference for the Parisian avant-garde. The artist who concerned them 
both most of all, though, was Picasso, nicknamed ‘Pipencasso’ in their letters (a joke on 
the German word for a debt collector, inkasso), of whom Grosz was begrudgingly admiring. 
Fiedler was likewise fascinated and in his surviving papers in Amsterdam is a large 
scrapbook of cuttings about Picasso, some serious, some satirical. Right in the middle of it 
is a feature article on the booming gallery scene of Manhattan’s 57th Street, pulled out of 
an unidentiied English-language magazine. Mention of the recent death of Alfred Stieglitz 
dates the insert to 1946, and much of its content concerns the movement of European 
art dealing to America during the war. Yet, despite the decline of Paris as the art market’s 
centre, the article notes that ‘in modern art the great French primacy still exists’. A slip of 
typed text stuck on its front reads ‘this gives you an overview of 57 Street and its various 
galleries […] mine is Associated American Artists/As you see here as well: Pipencasso “rules 
supreme”.’81 This identiies the sender as Grosz and there are many further comments of 
that ilk throughout the pull-out in Grosz’s hand. At its heart are a couple of extraordinary 
pastiches of Picasso, one an overpainted cubist still-life/self-portrait with a lipbook cover, 
the other a transformation of a sleeping nude into a Picasso-esque igure (plate 18).
17 George Grosz, The 
Musterbook: Textures, 
undated scrapbook [1940–
58], page 48. Berlin: George 
Grosz Archive, Akademie der 
Künste. © DACS.
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If Picasso’s current success in the American art market sharpened Grosz’s attention 
to him, the marginal comment next to the sleeping nude, ‘Corregiert von Pipencasso 
II’ [‘Corrected by Pipencasso II’], is a startling recollection of an earlier moment of 
rivalry, namely Grosz and Heartield’s ‘Corrected Picasso’, illustrated in the catalogue 
of the 1920 Erste Internationale Dada-Messe (plate 19). That earlier gesture has been widely 
interpreted as an attack on the idea of autonomous art. The reappearance of the term 
‘corrected’ in Grosz’s later Picasso pastiche is more complex to interpret. Here Grosz 
poses as a successor to Picasso, the invented character Pipencasso II, ‘correcting’ an image 
produced by someone who could be seen as an unwitting forerunner. Albert Sterner, 
whose ‘Nude Asleep’ Grosz overdrew, was a European artist who immigrated to the 
USA before Grosz, had some limited success as an illustrator and taught as well at 
the Art Students League. Grosz added further text to the drawing, signing it ‘Picasso 
1937’, a hugely resonant date, the year of both the Nazi’s Entarte Kunst exhibition in 
Munich, where Grosz was exhibited as a ‘degenerate’ artist, and the Paris World’s Fair, 
where Picasso’s Guernica was irst shown. No other date could mark so powerfully the 
alternative directions of their careers.
The levels of meaning at work here, along with strategies of imitation, citation 
and adaptation, invoke various temporalities. We are looking at a cutting from a 1937 
newspaper with an illustration by Sterner that Grosz retrieved after his colleague’s 
death in 1946 and transformed into a pastiche of Picasso. Grosz then inserted it in 
a series of other pastiches related to the artist’s contemporary currency in the art 
market but backdated it to 1937. He then further annotated his pseudo-Picasso with a 
comment that refers the whole enterprise back to 1920. What we see is not dada used 
as a historical anchor point from where it might leap into the future but its continuous 
interweaving with the present.
18 George Grosz, Picasso 
pastiches in Herbert Fiedler’s 
undated scrapbook on 
Picasso. Amsterdam: Herbert 
Fiedler Archive. © DACS.
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Grosz was prompted on more than one occasion during the Second World War 
to reconsider dada. The presence in New York from 1940 of Heartield’s brother and 
dada collaborator, Wieland Herzfelde, was one reason. The Herzfelde family even 
stayed with the Groszs briely before inding permanent accommodation. In 1943, 
Herzfelde published an article in Harper’s Bazaar to commemorate Grosz’s iftieth 
birthday, which tells the story of their irst encounter in Berlin during the First World 
War.82 Interactions with Herzfelde prompted Grosz to begin the process of relection 
that led to the publication of his autobiography in 1946, which includes a chapter on 
dada. Herzfelde’s presence is indicative of the arrival of many more exiles and émigrés 
leeing the war, which created a richer context for the reception of the European avant-
garde in the USA than had existed previously.
For example, the context of the correspondence between Grosz and Reis 
quoted earlier was his invitation to contribute to an exhibition of collage at Peggy 
Guggenheim’s newly founded Art of this Century gallery. Grosz’s initial response, as we 
saw, was to send the ive montages made for Vanity Fair. However, he also mentioned 
to Reis that he would perhaps ‘send one more, don’t know yet […] a very old one 1920 
or so, have to look whether it is in good condition […] Title: remember uncle August 
the unhappy inventor […].’83 Grosz followed up this letter with another the very same 
day, writing that he had found the work in a good state: ‘[…] the paste or glue still 
sticks like the color on an old master’, even though, he added, ‘it is not abstract nor 
beautyfull [sic] nor astetic [sic]. I then in those days was director of the  
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Grosz-Heartield concern […] a big undertaking in those days with lots of publicity 
too.’ Jokingly, Grosz handwrote at the bottom of his typed letter that the work ‘was 
very famous during the 1920 ties [1920s] – it was honoured by the “Great Dada Gold 
Medal 1920 Berlin”’.84
The work to which Grosz referred had been known to this point as Ein Opfer der 
Gesellschaft [A Victim of Society] (plate 20). He did indeed exhibit it at the Erste Internationale 
Dada-Messe in 1920 (although there were no prizes). Grosz’s intriguing retitling its 
the process of the de-politicization we saw in connection to the Vanity Fair works but 
there is another factor at play now. Grosz briely mentions an uncle August in his 
autobiography. Grosz recounts the moment that he irst told his mother of his ambition 
to become an artist. In response, she brought up his uncle to indicate her disapproval.85 
Apparently, this uncle August had ‘a lot of crazy ideas’, all of which came to nothing, 
and he ended in an asylum: ‘But elegant he was Georg, and full of great ideas, and a 
painter.’86 Montage was thus not just a stimulus to memory but a prompt for Grosz to 
reconsider his status as an artist.
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Collage vs. Montage, Art vs. Anti-Art
The Art of this Century collage exhibition attracted little critical attention. Howard Devree 
gave it short shrift in his regular round up in the New York Times, commenting on what he 
considered its ‘cynical disillusion’.87 He expressed a somewhat different view, though, 
just five years later at the next moment collage was presented on a major scale to an 
American audience, the 1948 exhibition at the Museum of Modern Art. On this occasion 
he pursued a distinction similar to the one made in 1930 by Aragon between cubist 
papiers collés and dada/surrealist montage, although reversing the poet’s value judgement, 
describing the former as evidence of ‘beauty, strength and originality’ and the latter 
as ‘trivial, arbitrary and sensationalist’.88 Such a distinction had been set up in the 
exhibition’s press release, which identified two currents in collage, one emerging from 
Picasso, Braque and Gris’s cubism, identified as ‘the revolt against painting as an art of 
imitation’, the other stemming from dada as a ‘form of protest against art as cult’.89
Invited once more to participate, Grosz sent Remember Uncle August the Unhappy Inventor, 
along with two of the Vanity Fair montages, each of which also had their own minor 
title modiications. Crime Never Pays became Crime Does’nt Pay (The Case of the Own Club), 
and The lighthouse and the loating boatsman … (a pasted poem) was adjusted to The Lighthouse of 
Bornholm and the Floating Boatsman. As in the case of uncle August, Grosz’s reminiscences 
concerning his mother may have played a part in the subtle addition of Bornholm 
to this title. Grosz irst visited Bornholm in 1935, after he made the montage. The 
occasion was his last visit to Europe before the Second World War, and the last time he 
saw his mother, who visited him there. She died in Berlin in 1945 when her house was 
bombed, an event which Grosz did not hear about until many months after it occurred 
but of which he later wrote that he had a premonition.90 Of the works he ofered to the 
exhibition, only the lighthouse montage was displayed, together with another Grosz 
montage from the 1920 dada show (loaned by Anson Conger Goodyear), Der Monteur 
John Heartield. Nach Franz Jungs Versuch ihn auf die Beine zu stellen [The Monteur John Heartield. 
After Franz Jung’s Attempt to Get Him Up on His Feet], its title abbreviated to The 
Mechanic Heartield.91
According to the 1948 exhibition’s press release, the term collage was ‘interpreted 
broadly as a technique of cutting and pasting, whether the materials are newspaper, 
cloth, bus tickets or photographs and advertisement’, precisely the deinition Aragon 
had been keen to avoid.92 Elsewhere it speciically mentioned Grosz and Heartield as 
the originators of the related term montage, ‘meaning, in German, mechanical engine 
itting – to emphasize the anti-artistic nature of the process’.93 Additional comments 
from the exhibition’s curator, Margaret Miller, grappled with the diferences between 
cubist-derived collage and montage, the latter of which she described had led to ‘new 
types of composite images, bold, direct, communicable in a glance, […] developed for 
the purposes of political propaganda and commercial advertising’.94 Miller attempted 
to link cubism to surrealism, though, by describing how the former demonstrated ‘the 
power of the mind to conceive and hold several aspects of an object simultaneously’, 
permitting the emergence in the latter of ‘another type of mental imagery […], the free 
unregulated vision on the borderline of the conscious and unconscious’.95
As her surviving correspondence with Raoul Hausmann shows, Miller had 
originally hoped to include an extensive amount of photomontage in the exhibition 
and to discuss Berlin dada speciically in the catalogue.96 Neither of these things 
happened. Despite their prime billing in the press release, ultimately little was visible 
of the Grosz-Heartield Concern in the inal exhibition. Heartield was represented by just a 
single work from 1937; Grosz, the two just mentioned. Miller included one work each 
by Hausmann and Hannah Höch, and two by Johannes Baader. The geometric and 
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chance-driven collages of Hans Arp were far more prominent. She exhibited eight of 
them, along with nineteen works by Kurt Schwitters. All of this paled by comparison 
with the twenty-one works by Picasso selected, supplemented by four by Braque and 
four by Gris, a number of which were already in the museum’s collection. A catalogue 
never appeared.
The Collage exhibition was to have an extraordinary delayed critical reaction. 
Thomas Hess provided one of the irst considered responses to it in the Art News article 
mentioned earlier, in which The lighthouse and the loating boatsman … (a pasted poem) was 
reproduced. Trying to accommodate both papiers collés and photomontages into his 
argument, Hess turned to ‘the magical interjection of a fragment of reality into an 
abstract setting’, as their unifying aspect.97 It was in direct opposition to arguments 
such as this – a supposed artistic turn to ‘reality’ – that Clement Greenberg launched 
his irst assessment of the exhibition, which focused entirely on the papiers collés and 
declared them a step beyond the overcoming of illusion that he considered to be at the 
heart of the cubist project.98 Greenberg dismissed the works of dada and surrealism 
in the exhibition with disdain as ‘not works of art […] but montages, truly stunts […] 
whose value is wholly exhausted in literary shock efects that have by now become 
unspeakably stale’.99
This critical review is the basis of a more considered article by Greenberg, which 
he published in 1958 in Art News under the title ‘The pasted-paper revolution’. In it, 
he repeated his earlier dismissal, declaring that ‘after classical Cubism’ collage had 
‘declined into montage and stunts of illustration, or into decoration pure and simple’.100 
Infamous for its total lack of interest in the origins of the material from which the 
cubists made their collages, Greenberg’s article (which he revised once more for 
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his collection of essays Art and Culture of 1961) dismissed outright the search for the 
meaning of collage in the cubists’ ‘need for renewed contact with “reality”’.101 Instead, 
for him, the only reality collage invoked was that of the surface of the support, not in 
order to destroy pictorial space but instead to ‘fuse the illusion with the picture plane 
without derogation of either’.102
Grosz was certainly aware of Greenberg and knew of his support of emergent 
abstract expressionism.103 I have yet to ind any evidence, though, of his awareness 
of the critic’s view of collage and its related practices aside from an extraordinary 
possible reference in The Musterbook: Textures. It comes between a typical double-page, 
one that exempliies the transformation of the ‘morgue’ into something more 
playful (plate  21). The image of a gloopy, glossy slice of cherry pie dominates the 
left-hand page, its synthetic redness standing out sharply against a black and white 
rock face and its triangularity mimicked by the shape cut out next to it. On either 
side, two proiles, one male, one female, merge into, or emerge from the rocks to 
admire the pie like two proud parents. Grosz labelled this grandiosely, ‘BIRTH OF 
CHERRIES’. Below it, an equally triangular piece of Swiss cheese nestles against 
a pan of frying chicken that has acquired a nose and an eye. More blocks of what 
looks like cheese but could be stones are cut into the side of the pan. The original 
logic of the groupings of food and stones might well have concerned textures, 
playing of rough and smooth, matt and gloss, hard and soft materials, but the 
bizarre and strangely obscene qualities of the page now make this logic almost 
impossible to recover. On the right-hand page, which Grosz labelled ‘the waves 
all the time’, he pasted images of reed mats and sand married up with boxes of 
chocolates and the sets of false teeth that eating too many of them might lead to. A 
large eye looks out at us from the top right while in the bottom right Grosz wrote 
the words ‘somewhat older’. In between the two pages, Grosz glued a smaller, 
independent clipping featuring an image of a ring cake, partially cut to reveal its 
delicate sponginess. He did nothing further to alter it apart from giving it a title, 
‘Monumentality or the DREAM CASTLE’, and adding the amusing signature, ‘BY 
BRAQUE 1952’.
Bringing this clipping into play with the sequence of references around it, we 
ind an interweaving of contrasts: sweet and savoury, American and European taste 
(as suggested by fried chicken and Swiss cheese), youth and age (fresh food and false 
teeth). Not only did Grosz parody that most French of cubist masters by using a very 
German looking topkuchen, extraordinarily he either referred directly to, or uncannily 
anticipated Greenberg’s summative assessment of collage in his article ‘The pasted-
paper revolution’. The critic’s dramatic conclusion regarding cubism’s preservation of 
representation beyond illusion was that ‘Monumental is, in fact, the one word I choose 
to describe Cubism’s pre-eminent quality’.104
It is worth recalling at this moment what Miller considered Grosz had invented. It 
was not the practice of cutting and pasting photographs, as had been suggested in the 
1933 Vanity Fair article. It was the naming of the practice ‘montage’, with its anti-artistic 
implications. Greenberg had been extremely precise on this point. In his original 
review of the Collage exhibition, he identiied the dada and surrealist contributions as 
‘not works of art [...] but montages’, before going on to describe them as ‘rectangles 
littered with small pictures connected by no aesthetic necessity’.105 As we saw, in his 
letters to Reis, Grosz also reiterated that he considered montage not aesthetic. It is 
then intriguing that, in his Braque confection, Grosz took a non-aesthetic position 
from which to comment on aesthetics. Even more puzzling is that in doing so he also 
commented on deinitions of collage and montage without actually doing any cutting 
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and pasting, aside from extracting from its original context an image of something, 
ironically enough, cut with a cake knife.106
The Late Montages as Art History
Such forms of self-reflexivity occur elsewhere in Grosz’s late montages. One in 
particular is striking for its integration of reproductions of Grosz’s own paintings. 
Now known as Purgatory (plate 22), it was first exhibited in 1962 as Farbphotomontage 
II [Colour Photomontage II]. It juxtaposes images of The Pit (1946) and one of 
Grosz’s now most iconic early works, Funeral: Dedicated to Oskar Panizza (1917/18). We 
might expect their pairing to produce exactly the position so frequently repeated: 
Grosz used montage to recover his older avant-garde identity. Although she 
makes no comment on this particular montage, Flavell makes exactly this kind 
of connection, stating that ‘The series of allegorical paintings which Grosz had 
begun around 1916 is […] brought to a close with oil paintings such as The Pit and 
22 George Grosz, Purgatory, 
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Peace […]’, arguing that they had always been part of a single trajectory.107 Rather 
than reconcile a whole, on close inspection, Purgatory reminds us how broken this 
trajectory had been.
Critics quickly recycled the title of Grosz’s autobiography, A Little Yes and a Big No, 
to structure their analyses. For example, we ind it misused in a commentary in Time 
magazine in 1955, summarizing Grosz’s career as essentially bifurcated, the German 
part equalling ‘The Determined No!’, his American years ‘The Reluctant Yes’.108 This 
short article, which focuses on The Pit, found on this occasion, however, that, ‘the big 
no sounded loud and clear again. In it [The Pit] are memories Grosz has tried to drown 
in the oil of his canvases.’109 On the clipping of the text of this article in Grosz’s archive 
can be found some scribbled notes he wrote to his son Peter asking him to cut out the 
reproduction of the painting and hang it in his oice.110 The Pit was by this point in the 
Wichita Art Museum. It had been reproduced just once before, as the only colour plate 
in the catalogue of Grosz’s 1954 retrospective at the Whitney Museum of America 
Art. I have no idea if the reproduction ended up on Grosz’s wall but three years later, 
he was prompted by the sudden appearance in Life magazine of a reproduction of 
Funeral: Dedicated to Oskar Panizza to do something rather unusual with it.111 At the time of 
the Whitney exhibition, Grosz thought Funeral: Dedicated to Oskar Panizza had been lost, 
presumably destroyed by the Nazis as ‘degenerate art’.112 Its reproduction in Life was 
Grosz’s irst sight of it in at least a quarter of a century and might have deserved equal 
space on the oice wall. Instead, he gave both images less than reverential treatment.
Purgatory connects the two reproductions with elements familiar from The 
Musterbook: Textures, primarily images of cut-up bodies and foodstufs. A roast turkey is 
the tissue joining their seam. Directly below, various body parts loat in a giant bowl of 
soup, stirred by a bone-like spoon next to which a layed igure stares out wildly at us. 
Below that, the montage thins out into textured fragments derived from architectural, 
mechanical and landscape images, the sources of which are harder to read. Grosz glued 
The Pit to the left of Funeral: Dedicated to Oskar Panizza. The strong diagonal of the latter, 
running from bottom left to top right makes this the most obvious compositional 
solution as it directs focus into the centre. However, it reverses the sequence of the 
paintings’ production, inviting us to think not so much about how the later work had 
closed a chapter in Grosz’s career but how it had opened one. In many ways, The Pit set 
the scene for the recovery of Funeral: Dedicated to Oskar Panizza in the 1950s. Without The Pit, 
would it have been recognized as such an important work? Indeed, their pairing in this 
alignment causes us to think about both Grosz’s dedication to the grand tradition of 
painting even at the height of dada, as well as the tormented surfaces and anti-aesthetic 
character of some of his late canvases.
Grosz couples the left/right comparative structure of the montage with another 
top/bottom, whereby he plays of the large areas of photographic reproduction above 
against rough, torn edges of less identiiable fragments below. The irst title we have for 
the montage, Farbphotomontage II, seems less improbable in connection with this part of 
the work. Does the lower half also thereby read as more artistic than the reproductions 
above? As more original and creative than the images of the artist’s own works? This is 
the uncertain territory into which the montage takes us.
The deeper we go into Purgatory, the more each of the current explanations of 
Grosz’s late montages fails. Grosz did not suddenly return to montage in 1958 and 
through it reconnect with dada and anticipate pop art. There is much evidence in 
Purgatory of the kind of enjoyment he explained montage held for him in his 1943 
correspondence with Reis and that with his wife at the time of its making. Likewise, 
the temporal as well as spatial links montage allowed him to make in Purgatory are very 
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similar to those present in the Fiedlers’ Querschnittbücher and objects Grosz sent them 
in return, while the contrasts of surfaces and materials in it are highly comparable 
to The Musterbook: Textures. However, equally unhelpful is Staeck’s claim that Grosz 
remained ever ‘true’ to montage. While we have seen the continuing presence of 
montage in Grosz’s studio practice, we have not found the continued production of 
titled works, merely Grosz’s repeated touting of the ive Vanity Fair montages when asked 
for contributions to exhibitions in the 1940s, and his eventual retrieval of even older 
works.
As the commentary accompanying the reproduction of The Pit in Time magazine 
explained, although painted in the immediate aftermath of the Second World War, 
many of its references were to the First, such as a veteran soldier on crutches in the 
immediate foreground, so reminiscent of German visual culture of the Weimar 
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years.113 We might expect this retrospective character to be present in Purgatory. It is also 
a work of memory and about memory, and in bringing The Pit alongside Funeral: Dedicated 
to Oskar Panizza, Grosz connected his earlier relection on the catastrophic efects of war 
to the later moment. However, the kind of remembering going on in Purgatory does not 
produce a re-membering. It does not put back together a whole Grosz, igured almost 
literally here in the multitude of dismembered bodies we see across its surface. What 
we witness is more a form of self-cannibalization, one that leaves The Pit and Funeral: 
Dedicated to Oskar Panizza suspended in a chiasmic relation, and along with them aspects 
of projection and retrospection that underpin histories of avant-gardism based on loss 
and recovery.
Although it lacks a comparative structure, we can ind similar temporal efects 
in Self Portrait as Clown and Variety Girl. To highlight them, I ofer one last discovery from 
the archive, a cutting contemporary to it that appealed enough to Grosz for him to 
add it to his ‘morgue’. It is an advert from the Smirnof Company, intended to brand 
its vodka as the most versatile base for cocktail making (plate 23). One such drink was 
the ‘Bullshot’, vodka with a splash of beef stock. The advert shows a drinker so in 
tune with the product that he has become a cocktail himself, having grown a bull’s 
head. Consider it in connection to Grosz’s own appropriation of contemporary alcohol 
marketing. The bottle of Four Roses whiskey the hybrid igure in Self Portrait as Clown 
and Variety Girl clutches was an interesting choice. What was the best-selling quality 
bourbon when Grosz arrived in the USA had now become a cheap blend. The Seagram 
Company acquired the name in 1948 but attached it to an inferior product. By the late 
1950s, Four Roses had its own range of jaunty adverts incorporating montage to shed 
its heritage associations. Ideal then for Grosz to link it to a series of lowbrow clichés, 
not least the drunken clown, a staple of stage and screen by this time. Like the whiskey, 
the clown signiies degradation and displacement. Grosz joins it to other hackneyed 
images, the Manhattan skyline and a showgirl. Life magazine reported consistently 
through the late 1950s on the demise of the big top travelling circus, but it also 
recorded the two most popular New York tourist attractions of the day to be a trip to 
the top of the Empire State Building and a visit to a ‘girl show’.114
When Grosz wrote about montage in 1958 that he ‘did something like this 60 years 
ago’, he was not attempting a reference to its origin in dada and getting it wrong. 
Indeed, his correspondent, Eva Grosz, was more than conversant with that history 
herself. Not only had she met her husband before the First World War and been witness 
to his entire artistic career, but Grosz had exhibited a montage commemorating their 
marriage in 1920 at the First International Dada Fair that year, a work that Roh subsequently 
reproduced in his book Nach-Expressionismus. Grosz’s comment reads far more as a 
reference to the sheer ordinariness of montage by this point. The Smirnof advert is an 
important reminder of how montage had become so commonplace by the 1950s that 
it could even aford Grosz a chuckling side-reference to surrealism, the irruption of the 
Minotaur into a joke about the efects of drinking.
Self Portrait as Clown and Variety Girl is similarly concerned with the conventional and 
outmoded, one stock image after another. Like the Smirnof Minotaur, it too ofers 
a glimpse backwards, though not to Grosz’s Weimar years, as all commentators have 
insisted. At the point he was contemplating return to Germany, this montage brought 
him back to his arrival in New York, when the concrete was still drying on Empire 
State, Four Roses was a quality drink, the Ziegield Follies had its irst revival and 
42nd Street ofered him myriad forms of perverse entertainment. It is the recall of the 
moment where fantasy and reality collided profoundly, where memories of a place 
he had never visited encountered dreams of a new life he would try to forge. It was 
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a recollection of the place he irst tried to present himself to art history as montage 
maker, and of the start of his obsessive collecting of clippings and messing about with 
them, the contradictory trajectories of which we have traced. That contradiction is not 
resolved in the late montages but heightened. Here we ind Grosz most at liberty but 
also most deeply entangled in his own history.
By way of conclusion, then, I ofer Self Portrait as Clown and Variety Girl an alternative 
title: Remember George Grosz, the unhappy inventor of photomontage.
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Mustering Memory: George 
Grosz’s Late Montages
Michael White
This essay challenges the received account of montage 
practice in the later career of George Grosz as the 
recovery of his dada identity and anticipation of pop art. 
Close examination of surviving works and the traces 
of the practice in his archives reveals montage making 
to be intimately connected to Grosz’s exchanges with 
other artists over a long period and to his work in other 
media. Most signiicantly, montage making was deeply 
implicated with his own changing attitude towards the 
avant-garde. Dada was not a stable concept that could 
be reinitiated untransformed, nor was montage a static 
category. An examination of Grosz’s participation in the 
reception of practices such as collage and photomontage 
is coupled here with relection on the relationship 
between montage and processes of memorialization 
and recollection to demonstrate their unexpected 
interconnection.
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